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I Had the honor of meeting Mr. Paul Harvey, who was a personal friend of my dads. I miss Paul
Harvey and his approach to News, in honor of Jesus Christ. Most of us who know Christ in
America only long for people from all backgrounds to work together, as a national team, to heal
our great nation. We do not need any more hatred and strive, and self destruction. All Of my
books like this one promote healing and life and mercy and forgiveness, in Jesus Christ alone.
Most of us are very common people and today we have a great President in Donald Trump who
only wants to see our great nation, unite and be strong. My prayer always is that our nation will
be healed by turning back to Jesus Christ. This book will prepare you to vote for Trump in 2020,
even if you did not vote for him, in 2016.

<p><em>"Karplus's tales of a turbulent graduate school experience at Caltech will inspire
readers to muster fortitude when everything seems to be spinning out of control.</em></p>
<p><em>Karplus balances rigorous scientific discussions with refreshing chapters expounding
his passion for photography and gastronomy."</em></p> --<p><em>Alfred Chin <br> Nature
Chemistry</em></p><p><em>"In this inspiring book, Martin Karplus masterfully celebrates a
saga of awesome science and challenges future prospects."</em></p> --<p><em>Dudley
Herschbach <br> Nobel Laureate in Chemistry 1986</em></p><p><em>"Martin Karplus'
memoir is a treasure, on two related levels. One is that it describes his rise from being a refugee
at age 8 from Nazi tyranny, to becoming a great scientist rewarded with a Nobel Prize. On the
other level the book offers the wider story of how modern science at the highest is being done,
with, in Karplus' case, a humanist's world view."</em></p> --<p><em>Gerald
Holton<br>Harvard University, USA</em></p> --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Radio Announcer Paul Harvey Speech 1965 April 3, 1965 ABC News “If I Were The Devil”
Chapter One How Would Paul Harvey Relate To All Of The 2016 Presidential Election And To
Mr. Donald J Trump? Randy W. SchockMy dad was a very good personal friend with the Radio
Announcer, Paul Harvey. Paul Harvey did a Speech in 1965, that I will never forget. It was
broadcast, April 3, 1965, on ABC News and it was called, “If IWere The Devil.” He talked of
subverting the Churches, and he would convince, the youth, that he was not even real. And he
would He said I would have a third of its real estate, and four fifths of itspopulation. But I would
not be happy, until I seized the ripest apple on the tree. So I should set out however, necessary
to take over the United States. I would begin with a Campaign of whispers. With the wisdom of a
serpent, I would whisper, to you, as I whispered to Eve. “Do as you please.” “Do as you please.”
To the young I would whisper, “The Bible is a Myth.” I would convince, them, that man created
god, instead of the other way around. I would confide that what is bad is good. And what is good
is square. In the ears of the young marrieds, I would whisper, that work is debasing, that cocktail
parties, are good for you. I would caution, them, not to be extreme, in religion, in patriotism, in
moral conduct. And the old I would teach to pray. I would teach them to say after me. “Our Father
who art in Washington.....If I were the Devil, I would teach authors how to make lurid literature
exciting, so that anything else would appear, dull and uninteresting. I would threaten TV with
dirtier movies, and vice versa. And then if I were the Devil, I'd get organized. I'd infiltrate unions,
and urge more loafing. And less work, because, idol hands usually work for me. I'd peddle
narcotics to whom I could. I'd sell alcohol to ladies and gentlemen of distinction. And I'd
tranquilize the rest with pills. If I were the Devil, I'd encourage schools, to refine young intellects,
but neglect to discipline emotions....let those run wild. I would designate an atheist, to front for
me, before the highest courts, in the land and I'd get preachers to say, “Shes right!” With flattery,
and promises of power. I could get the courts to rule what I construe, as against God, and in
favor of pornography. And thus I would, evict God from the courthouse, and then from the school
house, and then from the houses of Congress. And then in his own churches, I would substitute,
psychology for religion, and I would defy science. Because that way, men would become smart
enough to create super weapons, not wise enough to control, them. If I were Satan I'd make the
symbol of Easter an Egg. And the Symbol of Christmas a Bottle. If I were the Devil I'd take from
those who have, and I would give to those who wanted, until I had killed the incentive of the
ambitious. And then, my police state would force everybody, back to work. Then I could separate
families, putting children in uniform, women in coal mines, and objectors in slave camps. In other
words, I'd just keep on doing, what I'm doing.” (Paul Harvey, Good Day. April 3, 1965) There is a
lot here, that I will write, about, now, in my brand new book, on the Election of 2016. Paul Harvey
was born, Paul Harvey, Aurandt, on September, 4, 1918. He grew to be Six Foot, Two Inches,
tall. And there is no doubt, at all, that he really, left his mark on Broadcasting. He really was, one
of a kind. He passed from this world, at the age of 90, on February, 28, 2009. He was the



greatest Conservative Radio Broadcaster, in American History. He was best known for his
Broadcast Show, from ABC News. His early morning, broadcasts, each week, day, were always,
interesting. They were moving, and full of living energy. They were pure and very moral, and
really small living, testaments, to Eternal Life, in Christ. His Rest of the Story Comments, were
on the Radio here in Wichita, Kansas, in my own hometown, always on KFDI Radio. You could
set your clock, or work your exact routine, by his morning, and midday, week day Broadcasts.
And also on his Saturday Paul Harvey Stories, on at Noon. The day he passed from this world,
he took, a big part of our Nation with him, because he was this unique and exceptional. They day
I heard he passed away, I felt like, the whole nation, had passed away, as well. From the 1950's
to the 1990's the “Rest of the Story” reached, as many as 24 million Americans every single
week! Paul Harvey News was carried on 1,200 Radio Stations, and 400 Armed Forces Network
Stations and 300 Newspapers. He called his wife, 'Angel' and she was the love of his life! When
he married his 'angel' he hitched his wagon, to the right, angelic star. She was born Lynn
Cooper. She became, 'Angel' Lynn Cooper Harvey. Each broadcast, Mr. Harvey would say
something, about his wife. His son, Paul Harvey Jr. is the image of his wise father. He was
educated at theUniversity of Tulsa, and he received the Presidential Medal of Freedom, (2005
1995) and the Peabody Award. (1993) He began working at KVOO Radio, in the heart of the
Depression, almost, in 1933. He must have been about 14 years old, when he began his radio
career. From here he went to a news casting job, at KOMA in Oklahoma City. From here he went
to Saint Louis, to KXOK, in 1938, where he was director of special events, and a roving reporter.
In 1940 he married, Lynne Cooper, in Saint Louis. Then he moved toChicago . He brought his
Unique Powerful, Mind, and Broadcasting Voice, and Content to WENR the ABC NewsAffiliate
here, in the Big City of Chicago, in 1944. As a very practical, caring Christian, he quickly, turned
all of his, Time Talent and Treasure, over, to helping all of our Men, in and out of Uniform, in
WW2. He targeted, his efforts, in a very practical way, to what he had right in front of him, without
prejudice, and or hatred, or malice, and he used his voice, to help, men, coming, back from
fighting overseas, in WW2 to a Powerful Postwar Jobs for GI Joe New Broadcasting Informative,
Enabling, Secure Absolute National Success! He did this for our Men who fought in WW2, who
came home,wounded, and broken, and hurting, and exhausted. From Chicago, while sitting in
his Broadcasting Chair, he lead, many healthy strong, Military Men, back into Civilian Life, and
Jobs! Jobs! In 2000 after many years of proven success, with millions of men, and women, he
personally, moved our entire Nation, to a better way of life! Really with a single hand, just with his
own voice, on the air! In the year 2000, he signed a 10 year, 100 Million Dollar Contract, with
ABC News. He was the son of a Policeman, who was killed in the line of duty, and his work, with
Police Officers over the years, is an eternal testament, to steadfastness. He actually made radio,
receivers, as a boy, at a time, when such things, were rare. He went to Tulsa Central High
School, where, one of his high school, teachers was very impressed with his voice and speaking
ability. Her name was Isabelle Ronan. By her help, and decision, and recommendation, a very
young 14 year old, Paul Harvey, young boy, went to work, for KVOO in Tulsa in 1933. His first



jobs, in the Radio Station, included, emptying trash cans, and sweeping floors, and washing
windows, and ash trays, and dusting off of the Radio Station, Desks, Chairs, shelves, and
furniture. Soon, he was doingcommercials and the News on the Air! The recommendations and
books, that have been written just about Paul Harvey, are so numerous, that it would take me at
least a 1000 Pages to just begin describing, the people, and the places, and the actual Book
Contents, and quotes, from his own life! That have been written by so many people, from so
many walks of life, who have all, been deeply moved, by the Lifetime, that Paul Harvey, spent,
very well, on the Air! I will give you, just a few, examples, in name and title, only. ^Joe Howard,
November, 2, 2006. 'Paul Harvey: A Legend Looks Back.' Radio Ink. ^Marc Fisher,(October,
1998) 'A Lifetime On The Radio: American Journalism Review. ^Pittenger, Todd. Paul
Harvey'sEmployment At 19/KFBI. Metro Source News. Retrieved 14 February 2012. ^KXOX in
Saint Louis, to DebutSeptember 19, Broadcasting September, 15, 1938. ^Linda Witt, (January
22, 1979.) “Forget Cronkite: Paul Harvey is the Biggest Broadcaster in America and is getting
bigger. Vol. 11 Number 3 People. ^Argonne passes a reporters security test. Harvey's 1951
attempt to test security at Argonne NationalLaboratory. ^Interview with Paul Harvey; CNN Larry
King Live. (January 30, 2003. (accessed May 6, 2010_ ^Dan Wilson (September-October 1997)
The Right of the Story. Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting. ^Michael Carlson“Obituary: Paul
Harvey, The Guardian; March 3, 2009. ^Paul Harvey Jr. fills in for (Paul) Harvey in (the) mornings.
April 30, 2008, at Ink Radio. Accessed May, 4, 2008. ^Lynn Harvey Angel dies at 92. Radio Ink 5,
May 2008. Retrieved 6, August 2010. ^Also cited in Garance Franke-Ruta Paul Harvey's 1978
'So God Made A Farmers Speech.' The Atlantic Feb 3, 2013. ^There are many more, references
here, far too many to list. Paul Harvey was such a good student with his Teacher, Isabelle Ronan,
and only by her help, and decision, and with Gods grace, and his recommendation, a very young
14 year old, Paul Harvey, young boy, went to work, for KVOO in Tulsa in 1933, and yes, all of his
very first jobs, in the Radio Station, all, included, emptying trash cans, and sweeping floors, and
washing windows, and ash trays, and dusting off of the Radio Station, Desks, Chairs, shelves,
and furniture, and yes, very soon, he was doing commercials and the News on the Air, and soon
he was the Program Director, here at KVOO in Tulsa. The recommendations and books, that
have been written just about Paul Harvey, are stunning. At the age of 19, he spent 3 years at
KFBI. KFBI then became KFDI! This is Nelson Schock reporting .....KFDI Pony Express News!
Paul Harvey, moved to Hawaii so he could cover the United States Navy. Just before he was
going to head back Pearl Harbor busted loose, at the seams! He enlisted in the United States
Army Air Force. He served here from December 1943 until March 1944. He had a training
accident, and got hurt, and they had to let him, go. Here is what he said, about the accident, that
ended his military career in uniform. “There was a little training accident.....a minor cut on the
obstacle course.....I don't recall seeing anyone I knew who was a psychiatrists.....I cannot tell
you the exact wording of my discharge.” Here is where the learning curve for a country boy, rises
up, in sheer happy euphoric, very happy, happy, happy, grace, again. From one country boy to
another I know the pain, one feels, from loosing the job career of your dreams, from a



devastating set of painful, setbacks. The fact is, I know all there is to know about Paul Harvey,
because he really was one of my dads very best personal friends. I met him, several times and
shook his hand, each time. The man was a wonderful soul. He began in such an interesting way.
(Thank you Sir.)Chapter Two Paul Harvey Loved Words: He Loved Telling Stories: He Touched
The Nations Soul With The Rest Of The Eternal Story With Gods Holy Grace!And he worked his
rear off, day and night. I remember my dad telling me a story about Mr. Harvey, having a
breakdown in his car, a few years before I was born, in 1951. My dad told me this story, when I
was, 6 years old, in 1961, 10 years, to the day, after the actual event, occurred. This is how I
remember my dads version of the story. Just for background, you have to remember I had on my
Roy Rogers Cowboy Hat, and my six shooters, and my Roy Rogers vest, and shirt, and blue-
genes and cowboy boots, too. It seems that Mr. Paul loved doing stories, about, the Argonne
National Laboratory. The Washington Post gave their sorted version, as did the FBI. To this day I
believe my dads version, because my dad always told me the whole truth. He really did. I can't
think of one single lie, that he ever said. Not one! As the story begins, Mr. Paul Harvey, is driving
his Black Cadillac Fleetwood, toward Argonne. At about midnight, while driving he heard a funny
whinnying sound and then a thump! His Black Cadillac Fleetwood, swerved left and right, and
then all of a sudden, it, sped up dramatically, all, on its own, and then all of a sudden, the car just
died! Kickapoo! Bunk. Kaaba! He coasted the car to the side of the highway. He got out, opened
the hood, and saw, rising misty vapory smoke and he could smell, Electric or Rubber burning.
He got his flashlight, and looked all over the engine and he did not see anything wrong. He could
not see anything, except for some flashing red lights, and he knew he needed some help, and so
he stepped out, and he may have walked over a log or a small fence. He dropped his flashlight,
and he never found it, ever again. It went flying off to nowhere! Ah! At 6 Foot Two its hard to tell,
what that little, thing was, he just stepped over. He walks for a few minutes, looking for someone
close, or a building with people, inside, and he all of a sudden realizes that he has dropped his
overcoat. Where he does not know. While he is walking he trips a few times, in the dark and he
may have even scratched a few items in the dark, not even knowing what they were, with his belt
buckle. It was very dark and he really could not see anything. And he had no idea for sure where
he was, even at. All at once, several men, surrounded him, with what looked and sounded like a
WW2 Military Jeep. In a flash, there were bright lights, all over him, and then all of a sudden one
of these men, knocked him, all the way, down on the ground. Several men, all of whom he did
not know, were all around him, with very bright, lights, and with objects in their hands and the
contrast of the deep darkness all around, just after midnight, in this unknown place, made him,
feel, like he had just, fallen off of the edge of the Earth! When Mr. Harvey fell, he moved to his
Right and then leaped back up, toward his Left real hard, and he was just about to jump about
four or five of the at least, 20 men, surrounding him, when, he stopped, smiled, and he stood
straight up, and he smiled again, and then he waved his hand and said, “Hello. Where am I?
Who are you guys and what are you doing out here, in the dark?” All of a sudden he realized that
these men were all security guards. And one of them asked him, “Do you know that your in a



restricted area?” Mr. Harvey looked confused anddumbfounded and he said, “Restricted area? I
thought this might be an airport of sorts because I saw all, of those red lights.” Mr. Harvey then
told these very nice fellows that he was on his way, down the road to the next town, on the
highway, and his car had just, had, an unexpected, highly, unusual, breakdown. Before he knew
it, somebody said something about going to the Congress and talking to them, about National
Security. How that got in here, me and my dad both never, knew! How could we? This did not
make any sense to me or to my dad. My dad should have known more, but at this point as a 6
year old kid, with my dad as my own adult dad, we both were on the same level on this one,
again. We both had no idea what the deal was, with this strange, question, over, National
Security? National Security? Paul Harvey? What? Out here in the dark surrounded by god
knows what? The guards came back to Mr. Harvey's Black Cadillac Fleetwood, and they
checked it out. It was a nice car. It was clean. They looked on the front seat and there was a
typed out four page, typewritten script for an upcoming broadcast. Mr. Paul always wrote his own
stuff. Here is what was written in part, on one of those Typewritten Four pages, of Paul Harvey's
Rest of the Story Truthful Broadcasting National News. “I hereby affirm and confirm, the following
is a true and accurate account.....(the script began) My friend and I were driving a once-familiar
road. When the car stalled....we started to walk.....We made no effort to conceal our presence.....
Suddenly I realized where I was. That I had entered, unchallenged, one of the United States'
vital Atomic research installations.....Quite by accident, (yes) understand I found myself, inside
the 'hot' area....We could have carried a bomb in, or classified documents out.” The US Attorney
General of Illinois, thought he....he could help Mr. Paul spice up, his next two weeks of
broadcasts! Ha! Yes, and so he and Mr. Paul both played a Tit for Tat back and forth, jumbo
Relay Game. Mr. Paul scored one more point than the US Attorney General of Illinois, did. And
right when a Grand Jury was about to jump to the Moon, ABC News Put Mr. Paul on the Air, with
his very first Broadcast. Paul Harvey News andComment began. And that was the Rest of the
story, as my dad first told, it to me, when I was six years old, about his personal friend, Mr. Paul
Harvey. Of course my dad was, still only about 25 years old at the time, in 1961, and he had not
began working at KFDI yet himself. And about those Typewritten Four pages, of Paul Harvey
Rest of the Story Broadcasting National News, of “I hereby affirm and confirm, the following is a
true and accurate account.....(the script began) My friend and I were driving a once-familiar
road. When the car stalled....we started to walk.....We made no effort to conceal our
presence....., well, all of this was, simply prophetic. This is true. Mr. Paul was a natural born,
prophet. He was beginning a story about a fantasy, about a guy and his friend, who was going to
go out, and have a breakdown, in his car, with his other buddy, right about midnight, who would
get lost in the dark, and get tripped up, by a fence and loose his expensive coat, and then get
attacked by 20 men, in the dark, in the middle of no where! His best buddy, would run, off, in the
darkness, and he would never, ever see him, ever again! Yes. This was a fantasy for a novel that
he was getting ready, to write, and this is, all that it ever, was. It had nothing to do, with reel life.
Nothing at all. This is true. Yes it is. Yes! Just because someone puts down something in writing



does not mean, they think it all is a fact, and this is really just a real true, fact, all within itself! Yes,
this is the whole truth. And now......you've heard the rest of the story, this is Mr. Paul's sons,
Dads, best friend, Good Day! Yes, and here, is my current, mixed, intertwined, life told, story,
about, just how much Paul, Harvey, to this very day, still, affects, all I say, do and think. Yes! “If I
Were The Devil, in this 2016 Election, I would, quickly, overcome, the entire United States, with
day to day, strange, uncanny, 2016 Presidential Political, wonderment, and allure, and
subjective, Debate, about mere human personality, and looks, and ego, and I would quickly,
focus, the entire Nation, on how everyone, feels, about all of their own human feelings, all of the
Thyme.” I would subvert, and circumnavigate, and divide and bewilder, and confuse, and
torment, on the inside, all of their own human emotions. And I would get them, all to think that
everyone else should think, just exactly how each one of them, thinks, on their own! Once I had
them all obsessed this much with all of their own human emotional feelings, then I would, tell
them, all, subjectively, that no one else can ever be trusted, if they all, do not feel, exactly what
only they think! I would make them, all, think, that whatever any one else, feels, is absolute,
wrong, if they do not feel, exactly, what the other person, feels, themselves. I would do this from
day, one, when Trump walks down the Elevator, with his stunning wife. Yes! I would make
everyone, think they are hopefully me! I would tell all of my children, to watch out for Trump!
Look! He has just talked of subverting the Churches, and he wills to convince, the youth, that he
is not even really, all that bad. And he would He said I would have a third of its real estate, and
four fifths of its population! Remember he is a Real Estate Thief! He wants it all! He is evil!
Donald Trump is demonic! Yes! But listen, I would never, be happy, until I had, finally, seized the
ripest apple on the biggest, tree, in Washington DC. I should set out however, necessary to take
over the United States, with my chosen one. Donald J Trump! I would begin with a Campaign of
whispers. There goes Trump. He is in our neighborhood, today. Trump is holding a Rally in our
city, this morning. There goes Trump flying across the sky! I would obsess all of the News Media,
with Trump! Yes! With the wisdom of a serpent, I would whisper, to you, as I whispered to Eve.
“Do as you please, vote for my angelic son, vote for Donald J Trump.” “Do as you please, my
Dear Thriving USA Children, feel ME, and vote for Trump.” To the young I would whisper, “The
Bible is really, always, nothing, but a Babies, Myth.” Yes, I would convince, them, all, that man
created god, in the Image of Trump! Yes, instead of the other way around. I would confide that
what is bad is good, because what is bad, sensually, always feels, better, because it is always
very nasty. Yes! And EYE would tale, them, all, what is good is always, far, far, too, square. Yes,
my USA children. Yes. SSSSSSSSSsssss. In the ears of the young marrieds, ssssss, I would,
yes, Ssssss.......always, whisper, that work is extremely, far, too, debasing, that all, Entitled,
Liberal, or Conservative, Entitled, cocktail parties, are always, good just, for you. Oh my children!
My dear USA children! My loving, buttercups. My mush melons. My tender, lemon drops. I would
caution, them, all, not to never, ever, ever, be far, too, extreme, in any, religion, in any low, dull,
boring, superficial, patriotism, in any stinking, lowbrow, moral conduct. And the old shaking,
slobbering, senile, I would teach to pray. Ha! Pray you ugly vile old dogs! Pray! Pray to the wind!



Ha! I would teach them all, to always, say after me. Yes! “Our Father Barrack Obama, our dear,
lovely one, who art forever, eternally, in everlasting, unending, exciting, willing, thrilling, pure,
perfect, clean, nice, loving, gentle, fun, happy, Washington.....I love you my anointed ONE! Oh
Barry Baby. Please come to me! I miss thee and thy Legacy! Tingle my Leg Barry! Please, tingle
my Leg! Do it! Do it hard! Yes! If I were the Devil, WITCH I AM, yes, I would always, teach all,
pure, perfect, kind, wise, adjusted, authors how to make lurid literature very, very, exciting, so
that anything else ssssssss, would always, always, sssssss, always, sssssss, appear, to always,
be, very, very, dull and always, extremely, very, uninteresting. And absolutely, not even, palpable.
Yes! I would threaten all, World TV with much dirtier movies, and vice versa, obsessively. Yes!
Yes! And then if I were the Reel Devil, yes, SSSSSSSssss WITCH I always AM, then, I'd always,
get very, very, organized, again.Chapter Three Fred Thompson Doug Limerick Mike Huckabee
Mitt Romney Paul W. Smith Gil Gross Ron Chapman Mort Crim Art Van Horn Scott Shannon
Tony Snow And Little Paul Harvey Jr. Have All Done The Paul Harvey ShowI'd always, infiltrate
all, unions, and I would constantly, urge far, more loafing. Entitled Human Loafing, makes you
into an exact, Entitled Human God! Yes! And I would always give all, of my dear, loving USA
children, less and less, Ssssssss work! No human ever needs to ever work! Yes, Work is vile!
Yes, because, idol god like, entitled, hands usually work for me, perfectly. Yes, I'd always, peddle
Walmart, narcotics to whomever, I could. I'd sell alcohol with my Food-stamps, to ladies and
gentlemen of pure, governing, distinction, as if they all, are, entitled gods. Witch they all, always
R! Yes! And I'd tranquilize the rest with pills. If I were the Devil, witch I always am, then I'd always,
encourage all, entitled, self perfecting, pure, liberal, common core, schools, to always, refine and
obsess, and possess, all, very young human flesh, baby intellects, ssssssss, ah, yes,
ssssssssssssssss but always, neglect to discipline all, entitled, pure, human, governing, tender,
self felt, very gentle, soft, emotions, please....please, please, always, let all, of those always, run
very, wild. Remember, and never, forget, I love you. Yes! I would always, deeply, designate an
entitled, atheist, like either, Bernie, or Hillary, or John Kaisch, or my little tender lover baby,
Teddy Cruz, ME Hold ME Hug, ME little, thieving, lying, stealing, bible Holding High, Long Nose,
Ugly, balding, Teddy Cruz, Kruger Crud Pornographic, Killer Doll! Toy! Ah! And still I have my
little tender, Trumpet! Trump! Trump, trump, trump, trump, trump, trump! Ah! I would always have,
all of my little USA loveys, Ssssss! All dance, to the tune, of my little nasty, sensuous, potty
mouth, arrogant, egotistical, childish, babbled, babbling, belligerent, boastful, little Roger Stone,
like Porn popping, Pill Hopping, sensuous, snooper! Oh my little Cherished Trump Children,
Cum unto ME! Let ME feel all of your bodies, with my spirit fingers. Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha,
ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! I would keep all of my political, and even all of my non political USA Children,
totally NUTS! SSSSSsssssssss! Get them all ready for my Vatican Trained, ISIS Born, Iranian
Tingling, North Korean Nuclear ICBM Missile Warhead, Pulverizing, Dominating Jesuit Peters!
Pound, the USA Dry, DEAD and GONE! EYE AM so SIC of MY DEAD USA! EYE will suck it dry,
forever! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! I love MY News Media! They all, do MY
WILL! My way! In my timing, all of the THYME! I would always, deeply, designate an entitled,



atheist, Lawyer, to front for me, before the highest courts, in the land! Yes, I'd get allprogressive,
preachers to always, say, “She is everlastingly, always, right!” With pure, liberal, Left Wing
Ideological, Communist Democrat, flattery, and Far Right, Hard Core very Right Wing,
Republican White Man Supreme Club, KKK Klu Klux Klan, Republican Promises of all eternal
subjective, Human Power. I could get, and always do get, all of the courts to rule with just exactly,
what I always, construe, as against God! And in favor of all, pure stout, resolute, stalwart, sturdy,
pornography. In Allah! In My Lawyer Tingling Muslim, Sharia Law! And thus I would, forever,
always, evict him! The pathetically weak, enemy! Wormwood! I would kill Hymn! Kill God!
Remove, this weak, minded, dull, sick, stupid, god, from my courthouse, and my school house,
and from all of MY Pure, houses of Congress. MY congress is MINE! EYE own it! They all, are
my tender pretty worms. Yes! And then now, in my NWO in my WB, in my UN, in my NATO, in my
Vatican, EYE own all of the Churches! I already, have substituted, all of psychology for all past,
religion. I have, correctly, defied all of human science. EYE have already used my very best,
men! They all, became smart enough for ME in WW2 to create all of my super weapons! EYE
alone, AM wise enough to control, them. Yes, I AM Satan! I have already, made the symbol of
Easter an Egg. EYE did this many years ago, with all of my Occult children! EYE AM the master
deceiver with all of MY WORDS! The Symbol of Christmas in a Bottle, is any bottle of booze,
that you can buy, at any Candy Store. Or it is a bottle of holy Pepsi or Coca-cola! I the Devil have,
already, taken away, from all of those who have, and I have, already, given to all of those who
have all, they have, always, wanted! I have already, killed the incentive of theambitious, for all
eternity. No one in the DEAD Stinking USA is ever, ambitious, for the enemy anymore! MY Police
State not yet, presently, forces everybody, back to work! I have, already, separated all past,
families, and all of their own sickening, previous, structures, with MassiveObsessive DIVORCE!
Ha! EYE have put all of my children in uniform! I have MY women marching in My Military! EYE
use them, in MY Coal Mines! And anyone who tries to oppose me, I put them, all, in chains, as
baby, objectors in my slave camps. Yes, In other words, I'd just keep on doing, what I'm doing,
again. Yes! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! (Randy W. Schock, Good Day. April 9,
2016) There is a lot here, that I will write, about, again, right, now, in my brand new book, on the
Election of 2016, again. Yes! Paul Harvey was born, Paul Harvey, Aurandt, on September, 4,
1918. Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! He grew to be Six Foot, Two Inches, tall.
And there is no doubt, at all, that he really, left his mark on Broadcasting. Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha,
ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! He really was, one of a kind. Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha,
ha! He passed from this world, at the age of 90, on February, 28, 2009. He was really, the
greatest Conservative Radio Broadcaster, in American History. He was best known for his
Broadcast Show, from ABC News. Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Okay! Get thee
behind me you cute little, Devil! Okay! Three weeks after his death, the entire, News and
Comment Franchise was instantly canceled. And then Poof it was all gone! After he came down
with, pneumonia, he was never, ever, the same. He never hosted, another full time, show, after,
April 2008. Then his wife angel died, on May 3. His son, began to control, almost all of the



broadcasting after this, and most of the PaulHarvey Commercials, were already Old Taped
Reruns. Bill Stern from the 1940's with the Colgate, Sports Reel andNewsreel, Programs said
that all, of these, radio shows, deeply affected, Paul Harvey, himself. His style of delivery, and his
voice, and Page Two and Page Three, and Reel Two and Reel Three, denoted segments of the
broadcasting Timing Mechanisms, and all of his Paul Harvey Techniques, all came, from, Bill
Stern. He was, famous, for, his beginning, “Hello Americans, this is Paul Harvey, Stand by for
News!” And he was equally just as famous for his happy ending, “Paul Harvey....good day!” His
stories were all, very much his own. No one spoke or wrote, like he did. He was a writing,
speaking brand all unto himself. A story might be, “This days news of lasting significance.” And at
the end of the Report when, someone who had done, something nonsensical, or disrespectful,
Mr. Paul Harvey would say, “He would want us to mention his name,” followed by silence, then he
would start the next part of his running story lined, Report. The last part of his News Report,
would most of the time, have a funny story, followed by the line, “For what its worth.” There were
other little phrases made famous, by Paul Harvey, that we all, repented and laughed, about for
decades, from all of his powerful, Broadcasts. One of my most enjoyable ones was, always,
“Here a strange...” and there would always, be a very enjoyable, or unusual story to follow, after
that phrase, too. There was another phrase of his, that really stuck with my dad, and my brother
Tony and myself, and that was, “Self Government won't work, without self discipline.” The
questions about, all of his Rest of the Story, truth qualifier, and integrity, quotations, along with
his own, trademark ability to spin, from a yarn, back to a truthful, story, back to another tall tale,
quite often in his own content, always, made you wonder which part was true, and which part
was fabricated! And it was in that very context that Salon Magazine once called Paul Harvey,
quote, the “finest huckster, to ever roam the airwaves.” He was always, endorsing his own brand,
of products, for market, from many of his own as it seemed very personal, fine sponsors, in all
kinds, of unique, ways, that no one else has ever sold products like, before over the Radio. No
one today, can even hold a candle to his style, that lasted, for a long time. Most people from my
generation, remember his Eden Pure Heaters, and Bose Radios, and Select
ComfortMattresses, and Hi-Health Dietary Supplements. He often interviewed his many
sponsors and he really considered his products, to be really like extended, News Stories. He
flew his own airplane most of his life, and for over 50 years, he was an AOPA Aircraft Owners
Pilot Association member. He often talked to his radio listening audience, about his many flying,
escapades. He also was a member of the EAA, Experimental Aircraft Association. And he was,
often seen, at EAA Airventure, in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. He even had his Paul Harvey, Audio
Video, Center, at EAA Air-venture, in Oshkosh,Wisconsin, as well. He was an early investor, in
the Duluth, Minnesota, based, aircraft, manufacturing company, Cirrus Aircraft. Paul Harvey,
actually came up, with the phrases, of Skyjack, andReaganomics, and Guesstimate. AOPA Pilot
contributing editor, Barry Schiff, saw, and heard, Harvey come up, with these words, on the Air.
Harvey was also a personal friend FBI Director Jay Edger Hoover, and he even sent copies of
his show, in advance to the FBI for Hoovers Approval. He likewise, was a good, friend of Senator



Joseph McCarthy. He was a very close friend, of George Vaderman, and Billy Graham. Here is a
quote about him, that really sums, up, his personality and all he taught us, for so many wonderful
years. “Paul Harvey railed against welfare cheats, and he defended the death penalty. He
worried about the national debt, and big government bureaucrats, who lacked commonsense,
and parents who were too permissive, and leftist radicals and America succumbing to moral
decay.” He was named Salesman of the year. Commentator of the year. Person of the year.
Father of the year, American of the year. And he was, Elected to theNational Association of
Broadcasters, National Radio Hall of Fame, and Oklahoma Hall of Fame. And he was listed, on
Gallops Poll of Americas Most Admired Men. He received 11 Freedom Foundation Awards, and
he also was awarded the Horatio Alger Reward. He likewise, was in the DeMolay Hall of Fame.
He really touched, all of his listeners, lives, and we all mess him, very much. My connection with
him, was very personal. This is true. Because he was a very close friend, of my dads. Dad and
Paul would often talk on the phone, daily, and Paul even came and met with my dad, in our home
town. He did not just come and see my dad once. Oh no. He came and met with him, numerous
times. Dad really tailored his own News Broadcasts, after Mr. Paul's. Mr. Harvey, even worked, at
KFDI, AM FM Radio here in Wichita, Ks.Chapter Four What Would Paul Harvey Think About The
2016 Presidential Election And Donald Trump And The Establishment Today?KFDI is the very
station, my dad worked at himself. Mr. Harvey was here at KFDI, when they were still KFBI.
Today we are entering into the most important part of the 2016 Election. We are just about ready
for the Election in New York State, and Ted Cruz has just taken all of the Delegates in Colorado.
Donald Trump has been doing Stump Speeches for months, and he seems to be gaining energy,
and when he talks, he sounds, just like the man, at the bottom. He has really tied into the
thinking and the pain, of the little guy, and yet he flies around on his 43 Passenger, Trump One,
Corporate Jet. He handles pressure, very well, and he really has been living, in a deep, pressure
cooker, world, for the last, 9 months, in a row. He now has Ben Carson on his side, and he is
dealing with the Cory Problem and he had been flying high and all of a sudden by the time he
got to his Chicago Rally, he had just entered his Campaigns darkest moment so far. Today he is
taking a break, and doing some catch up, work, at home, in New York and he is also getting
ready for the Election in New York, in about a week. He has taken several days, off, and now
today is Sunday, and he is about to starting Campaigning again. When he rode down the
Elevator back in June, everyone had a good laugh, because when he came down, that Elevator
he seemed like a Vegas Act, and not aPresidential Candidate. And no one took him, serious, lest
of all, the Establishment. Speaking of the Establishment, they are still out, to destroy Trump, and
they will keep changing the Rules at the Convention, which will happen, in 99 days, from today,
until they do. As far as the Establishment feels, Trump is too strong, and he says, whatever he
wants to say. He says, things that would make a regular Candidate crash and burn. And in fact
the more he talks, the stronger he gets and the more his people, want him to be Elected. He is
standing strong, on all of his Campaigning Talking Points, and directly, he is finally starting to
Target Key Delegates, in hope of actually, really, getting to that 1,237 Number in just 99 days,



from today. He did misstep in Iowa and lost to Ted Cruz, and then he moved and took, New
Hampshire and
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Chapter Two Paul Harvey Loved Words: He Loved Telling Stories: He Touched The Nations
Soul With The Rest Of The Eternal Story With Gods Holy Grace! Chapter Three Fred Thompson
Doug Limerick Mike Huckabee Mitt Romney Paul W. Smith Gil Gross Ron Chapman Mort Crim
Art Van Horn Scott Shannon Tony Snow And Little Paul Harvey Jr. Have All Done The Paul
Harvey Show Chapter Four What Would Paul Harvey Think About The 2016 Presidential
Election And Donald Trump And The Establishment Today? Chapter Five I Feel Better Just
Hearing Paul Harvey On Tape: I Wish I Could Hear More Tape From My Dad Again: I Need To
Hear My Dad ON Tape: Help Me Jesus! Chapter Six We Pledge To You Our Lives Our Fortunes
And All Of Our Own Personal Honor Chapter Seven These Benedict Arnold British Republican
Carl Rove Reince Priebus, Pinhead Tories Redcoat Establishment Delegate Switching Bastards
Are Trying To Steal Away This 2016 Presidential Election Chapter Eight There Where Many
Things About Paul Harvey And My Dad That Will Forever Remain Off The Record Chapter Nine
Once You Get Into All Of This For About 30 Years Like I Have Then None Of It Is Really Very
Complicated! Chapter Ten WE Really Needs An Update On The New MOU Today WE Also
Needs To Know Where The Money Is At? Chapter Eleven She Was A Basket-Case: Her Life
Was A Pathetic Crippled Mess: She Was No Good! She Stank Bad! Her Body Was Worthless.
Who Needed her? Nobody! She Had Months Of Inactivity! She Became A Deep Bore! She Was
A Dead Tree Stump. Chapter Twelve Paul Harvey Speaks With His Stories In All Of The 2016
Election IN A Very Unique Profound Way Over And Over Again! Chapter Thirteen Leaving Paul
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Harvey On A Temporary Basis WE Are Walking Into Deeper Side Wire Deception Here. WE Do
This For Complete Contrast! Chapter Fourteen Ted Cruz May Be Legally Right With His
Delegate Trickery with Loopholes And So Is Iran With Their Iran Deal With Barrack Obama And
John Kerry! Chapter Fifteen Trump Needs To do About Fifteen Things Today To Recorrect
Himself In the Codes Manafort Will Re-correct Ten DATA Systems TZ-55 Will Readjust The
Others Chapter Sixteen The Truth Is The Titanic And The Olympic Were Both Switched: They
Were Both Identical: This Was A Jesuit Setup Of Massive Deceit! Chapter Sixteen This Chapter
Has Perhaps Been Forgotten Because Of Lost Conversations Between Three Estranged
Separated Schock Brothers Chapter Eighteen And The Symbol Of Christmas Today Is A Bottle:
The Devil Has killed Off The Incentive Of The Ambitious. Chapter Nineteen My Dad Always
Taught Me To Just Be Myself: He Always Said: “Son Just Be Who You Are! Just Always Be
Yourself!” I Miss DAD! Chapter Twenty The RNC Does Keep Changing The Rules The Next
State To BE Tricked And Switched Out Is The Land Of The Fruit And Nuts Sunny California
Chapter Twenty One The RNC Can't Keep Changing The Rules The Next State To BE Corrected
And Set Straight Is The Land Of The Fruits And Nuts In Sunny California: Hello Hello Teddy Tall
Tale Cruz Boy! Chapter Twenty Two If We Are Going To Run Trump Through The Ringer Then
Run Cruz And Hillary And Bernie And Ka-Sick Through It Likewise! Chapter Twenty Three
Follow The Money Find The Power Lines Connect The Dots Solve the Case Chapter Twenty
Four This Is Watt EYE Love About Writing: The More I Explain Myself The More I Am Forced To
Explain Myself Again! This Is A Writers Paradise! Chapter Twenty Five Writing Creativity Always
Creates Much More Writing Creativity Again! When I Get Done Writing I Strum My Guitar And
Sing Again! Chapter Twenty Six God Does Work Miracles Through His Eucharistic Self And
Virgin Mary Through Saint Jude Does Do The Impossible: Send Out Your Stories To Those IN
Need! Chapter Twenty Seven Remember an Eye for an Eye and a Tooth for a Tooth! Repent,
trust Christ, or die and burn in hell! You all have until noon today to repent or else your all going
to die, and go to hell! Chapter Twenty Eight President Trump Will Develop A Deep Conversation,
With Congress, The Senate And The Supreme Court, Immediately! Chapter Twenty Nine Our
Nation Is Being Judged By God! The 2016 Election May Never Be Completed! There Are No
Guarantees At All It Ever Will Happen!
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